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Product Data Sheet

ZIRCON FLOUR 200 MESH
Zirconium Silicate

Description
Premium Grade Zircon Flour 200 mesh. Used in the metal casting industry as a mould wash,
core and investment material; refractory manufacture; ceramic, enamel, frit, welding rod coating,
protective coatings and other specialised applications.

Other Properties
Colour
Melting Point
Hardness (Mohs)

Tan/Off White
2200oC
7.5

This average technical information is the result of extensive research and testing by the producers and others and is
given in good faith and in the belief that it is accurate. However no guarantee of accuracy is made nor can we
anticipate every possible application or variation in manufacturing technology or usage. Therefore the product is sold
without warranty, express or implied and on the condition that purchasers determine the suitability of the product for
their particular purpose by conducting their own tests. No liability can be accepted for the infringement of any patents.

USES

BENEFITS

Coatings
Industrial Coatings
Marine Paints
Corrosion Resistant Coatings
Textured Coatings
Thermal Insulating Coatings
High Build Epoxy Coatings
Protective Coatings

Fire Resistant
Use on Interior or Exterior
Reduces heat and cooling loss
Chemically Inert
Corrosion resistance
Chemical resistance
Resists mould and mildew
Opacifier
High Hardness
Abrasion resistance
Sound Dampening
Thermal Insulation
High Particle Strength
Low water absorption
Low shrinkage
Stable after 2200oC
Improved impact resistance
Improved durability
High thermal conductivity
Low expansion

Adhesives
Potting Cement
Grouts & Mortars
Composites & Plastics
Fibreglass
Foundry
Investment Casting
Sand Casting & Cores
Shell Moulds
Refractory & Ceramics
Sanitary ware
Fire Bricks
Castables
Insulating Materials
Refractory Mortars
Mould Wash Coating
Glazes
Abrasion & Friction
Abrasion Wheels
Brake Linings
Clutch Facings
Decorative Glass (Abrasion media)
Welding
Welding Rod Coating
Chemicals & Metals
Zirconia & Zirconium Chemicals
Zirconium Metals

This average technical information is the result of extensive research and testing by the producers and others and is
given in good faith and in the belief that it is accurate. However no guarantee of accuracy is made nor can we
anticipate every possible application or variation in manufacturing technology or usage. Therefore the product is sold
without warranty, express or implied and on the condition that purchasers determine the suitability of the product for
their particular purpose by conducting their own tests. No liability can be accepted for the infringement of any patents.

